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Beginning Beginning 
CommunicatorsCommunicators

��Can be PrelinguisticCan be Prelinguistic

��May be PresymbolicMay be Presymbolic

��Are often NonverbalAre often Nonverbal

��Use up to 50 words, symbols Use up to 50 words, symbols 
or signsor signs

�� HungerHunger

�� ThirstThirst

�� Level of ComfortLevel of Comfort
(internal or external)(internal or external)

�� Social Closeness (attention)Social Closeness (attention)

�� Opportunity to Indicate PreferencesOpportunity to Indicate Preferences

Basic NeedsBasic Needs Requesting

Requesting

Requesting is clearly one of the 
most basic and essential 
communication skills

Beukelman and Mirenda (1998)

Requesting

Effective RequestingEffective Requesting

��Gaining and maintaining access to Gaining and maintaining access to 
preferred items and activitiespreferred items and activities

��Rejecting, escaping or avoiding nonRejecting, escaping or avoiding non--
preferred taskspreferred tasks

Inappropriate Inappropriate 
RequestingRequesting

��Socially unacceptable behaviors Socially unacceptable behaviors 
to initiate requeststo initiate requests

��May include aggressive or self May include aggressive or self 
injurious behaviorsinjurious behaviors
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Requesting RequiresRequesting Requires

��An individual that is motivated to An individual that is motivated to 
gain access to an object or gain access to an object or 
activity but needs assistance activity but needs assistance 

��A communication partner that A communication partner that 
assists in gaining accessassists in gaining access

Motivation for RequestingMotivation for Requesting

��Deprivation:  “I need it.”Deprivation:  “I need it.”

��Aversion:  “I don’t want it.”Aversion:  “I don’t want it.”

��Preferences:  “I want it.”Preferences:  “I want it.”

Knowledge of Beginning Knowledge of Beginning 
Communicators is Essential to Communicators is Essential to 

Motivating ThemMotivating Them

�� Having as much information as possible Having as much information as possible 
helps to identify where to start. helps to identify where to start. 

�� Use preference assessment to gain Use preference assessment to gain 
insight  insight  Potential Potential ReinforcerReinforcer ProfileProfile

www.establishingoperationsinc.comwww.establishingoperationsinc.com

�� Remember that persons having dayRemember that persons having day--toto--

day contact have the most informationday contact have the most information..

Beginning communicatorsBeginning communicators
can benefit from can benefit from 

tangible symbols supports tangible symbols supports 
including:including:

oo ObjectsObjects

oo Texture cues or Texture cues or 
symbolssymbols

oo COPPSCOPPS

oo PhotographsPhotographs

oo Line Drawings (black Line Drawings (black 
& white)& white)

oo Line Drawings (color)Line Drawings (color)

oo Realistic (black & Realistic (black & 
white) pictureswhite) pictures

oo Realistic pictures Realistic pictures 
(color)(color)

oo Picture Scenes (black Picture Scenes (black 
& white)& white)

oo Picture Scenes (color)Picture Scenes (color)

EvidenceEvidence--Based PracticeBased Practice

��Research supports use of tangible Research supports use of tangible 
symbols for AAC userssymbols for AAC users

��Clinical expertise indicates that Clinical expertise indicates that 
tangible symbols support scaffolding of tangible symbols support scaffolding of 
representation, comprehension and representation, comprehension and 
expressionexpression

��Client often needs and prefers to Client often needs and prefers to 
interact with tangible symbolsinteract with tangible symbols

Implementing Use Implementing Use 
of Tangible Symbolsof Tangible Symbols
for Requestingfor Requesting

�� Identify RoutineIdentify Routine

�� Identify Object or Activity to Identify Object or Activity to 
be Requestedbe Requested

�� Identify Behavior for Identify Behavior for 
RequestingRequesting

�� Identify SymbolIdentify Symbol
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I.I. Identify RoutinesIdentify Routines

Identify existing situations, routines Identify existing situations, routines 
and environments and modify to and environments and modify to 
permit functional communicationpermit functional communication

(SHAPE)(SHAPE)
oror

Establish new occasions, possibilities, Establish new occasions, possibilities, 
or chances to serve as a framework or chances to serve as a framework 

for communicationfor communication

(CREATE) (CREATE) 

For RequestingFor Requesting
Often easiest to SHAPE existing Often easiest to SHAPE existing 
routines because they areroutines because they are

familiar familiar 

occur frequentlyoccur frequently

provide motivationprovide motivation

occur in a typical environmentoccur in a typical environment

Possible Routines to ShapePossible Routines to Shape

�� Meal times or snack timesMeal times or snack times

�� ToiletingToileting

�� GroomingGrooming

�� Change in positioningChange in positioning

�� Bedtime Bedtime 

�� Leisure or playLeisure or play activitiesactivities

II.II. Identify ObjectIdentify Object
or Activityor Activity

to Be Requestedto Be Requested

Start with a preferred activity or object. Start with a preferred activity or object. 
These are usually the most motivating to These are usually the most motivating to 

the individual. the individual. 

To identify preferences, use formal or To identify preferences, use formal or 
informal assessmentsinformal assessments

III.III. Identify AcceptableIdentify Acceptable
CommunicationCommunication

BehaviorBehavior

Research shows that adults 
respond to only 7%-15% of 
behaviors intentionally used to 
gain attention by children with 

severe disabilities

Can easily be learnedCan easily be learned

Can be produced reliablyCan be produced reliably

Behavior must be one that:Behavior must be one that:

III.III. Identify AcceptableIdentify Acceptable
CommunicationCommunication

BehaviorBehavior
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III.III. Identify AcceptableIdentify Acceptable
CommunicationCommunication

BehaviorBehavior
Possible behaviors might include

pointing, touching, gesturing,
eye-gazing, grasping, holding, 

exchanging

Remember that the selected behavior is 
functional (this means a functional behavior not 
functional communication) and will later become 

the communicative request

IV.  IV.  Identify Type of Identify Type of 
Symbol Symbol 

��Can vary from very concrete to Can vary from very concrete to 
abstractabstract

��Are a continuum rather than a Are a continuum rather than a 
hierarchyhierarchy

��May be two or three dimensionalMay be two or three dimensional

SymbolsSymbols

�� SymbolSymbol something that stands for or something that stands for or 
represents something else represents something else 
(Vanderheiden & Yoder)(Vanderheiden & Yoder)

�� Referent Referent that which is represented by that which is represented by 
the symbol the symbol 

IconicityIconicity
Refers to the continuum that Refers to the continuum that 

describes symbols by ease of recognitiondescribes symbols by ease of recognition

�� TransparentTransparent symbols are at one end of the iconicity symbols are at one end of the iconicity 
continuum.  These symbols visually resemble their referents continuum.  These symbols visually resemble their referents 
and thus are high in guess abilityand thus are high in guess ability

�� OpaqueOpaque symbols are at the other end of the continuum.  The symbols are at the other end of the continuum.  The 
visual relationships to their referents are not obvious and may visual relationships to their referents are not obvious and may 
be quite arbitrary. be quite arbitrary. 

�� Translucent Translucent symbols are in the middle of the iconicity symbols are in the middle of the iconicity 
continuum.   Additional information is needed to be guessable. continuum.   Additional information is needed to be guessable. 
These symbols are often described in terms of their learnability. These symbols are often described in terms of their learnability. 

IconicityIconicity

�� Iconicity is culture bound, time bound, and Iconicity is culture bound, time bound, and 
experience bound (from Schlosser &  Sigafoos, experience bound (from Schlosser &  Sigafoos, 
2002)2002)

�� Understanding is not the result of the symbol’s Understanding is not the result of the symbol’s 
resemblance to its referent; rather, occurs resemblance to its referent; rather, occurs 
because people have learned to read symbolsbecause people have learned to read symbols

�� Interventionists may be well advised to consider Interventionists may be well advised to consider 
more iconic symbols for an initial request more iconic symbols for an initial request 
lexicon, at least for students with autism. lexicon, at least for students with autism. 

Symbol TypesSymbol Types

�� ObjectsObjects

�� Texture cues or Texture cues or 
symbolssymbols

�� COPPSCOPPS

�� PhotographsPhotographs

�� Line Drawing (black & Line Drawing (black & 
white)white)

�� Line Drawing (color)Line Drawing (color)

�� Realistic (black & Realistic (black & 
white)white)

�� Realistic (color)Realistic (color)

�� Picture Scenes (black Picture Scenes (black 
& white)& white)

�� Picture Scenes (color)Picture Scenes (color)
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Factors to Consider When Factors to Consider When 
Choosing SymbolsChoosing Symbols

�� Amount of visionAmount of vision

�� Amount of hearingAmount of hearing

�� The situationThe situation

�� Individual preferencesIndividual preferences

�� Age appropriatenessAge appropriateness

�� Cultural or ethnic influencesCultural or ethnic influences

�� Motor abilitiesMotor abilities

�� Skill LevelsSkill Levels

Cognition, perception, processingCognition, perception, processing

General Principles for General Principles for 
Consideration in Consideration in 

Symbol Set SelectionSymbol Set Selection
� Remember that AAC systems usually employ more than 

one type of communication

� Consider communication partners and environments

� Identify and analyze routines 

� Start small yet plan for the future

� Don't assume that someone with multiple impairments 
has the same learning style as someone with normal 

sensory input or perceptions

RE: CHOOSING SYMBOL SETRE: CHOOSING SYMBOL SET

Choosing symbol sets for clinical practice is Choosing symbol sets for clinical practice is 
a subjective decision, determined by what a subjective decision, determined by what 
the practitioner thinks the individual can the practitioner thinks the individual can 
use and what symbol set might be easiest use and what symbol set might be easiest 
for the practitioner to employ (e.g., PCSs for the practitioner to employ (e.g., PCSs 
provided in an organized format and provided in an organized format and 
displayed easily via computer software displayed easily via computer software 
program) (From Romski & Sevcik, 1996)program) (From Romski & Sevcik, 1996)

IMPLICATIONS OF SYMBOL IMPLICATIONS OF SYMBOL 
CHOICECHOICE

�� Graphic symbol displays tend to contain a Graphic symbol displays tend to contain a 
preponderance of noun pictures because verb preponderance of noun pictures because verb 
concepts are much harder to depict graphically.concepts are much harder to depict graphically.

�� Low frequency of verbs on AAC displays Low frequency of verbs on AAC displays 
problematic for syntax because verbs are problematic for syntax because verbs are 
essential for constructing sentences. (From essential for constructing sentences. (From 
Sutton, Soto, and Blockberger, 2002)Sutton, Soto, and Blockberger, 2002)

Symbol Set ReviewSymbol Set Review

��More Options AvailableMore Options Available

Though similar often have salient Though similar often have salient 
differencesdifferences

�� IndividualizationIndividualization

��Management of communication Management of communication 
system design & developmentsystem design & development

The The SSRSSR
SSymbol ymbol SSet et RRevieweview

The The SSRSSR was developed to guide was developed to guide 
consideration of consideration of 

��A symbol sets purposeA symbol sets purpose

��ParametersParameters

��UseabilityUseability

�� IconicityIconicity
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When evaluating the When evaluating the 
individual, the goal should individual, the goal should 
be determination of the be determination of the 
most abstract level of most abstract level of 

representation understood representation understood 
by the AAC user.by the AAC user.

Scaffolding Tactile Systems Tactile Systems 
(Textured Symbols & Object Symbols)(Textured Symbols & Object Symbols)

�� Began with individuals with dual sensory Began with individuals with dual sensory 
impairment (deaf/blindness)impairment (deaf/blindness)

�� Let individual know what coming next  Let individual know what coming next  

•  •  Often Associated With Personal Need Routines Often Associated With Personal Need Routines 

(Diaper Changing/Moving Position/Eating)(Diaper Changing/Moving Position/Eating)

�� Avoid startle response and forms of Avoid startle response and forms of 
inappropriate behaviorinappropriate behavior

Systems Origins

Textured SystemsTextured Systems

Potential UsersPotential Users
�� Beginning communicatorsBeginning communicators
�� Those with sensory Those with sensory 

impairment(s)impairment(s)
�� Individuals with profound Individuals with profound 

cognitive disabilitiescognitive disabilities
�� Acquired complex Acquired complex 

communication needscommunication needs

What is a textured symbol?What is a textured symbol?

A textured symbol is a paired association A textured symbol is a paired association 

between a texture and a concrete object, between a texture and a concrete object, 
activity or conceptactivity or concept

Instead of a visible association, the relationship Instead of a visible association, the relationship 
between the texture and referent occurs through  between the texture and referent occurs through  
the act of repeated pairings of (the sense of touch) the act of repeated pairings of (the sense of touch) 
the texture to the real object or activity.  This is the texture to the real object or activity.  This is 
similar to using words as abstract labels to the similar to using words as abstract labels to the 
auditory senseauditory sense

Textured SymbolTextured Symbol

�� Logical:  symbol that can be logically associated Logical:  symbol that can be logically associated 
with its referentwith its referent

piece of spandex represent swimmingpiece of spandex represent swimming

piece of fake fur representing a fake furpiece of fake fur representing a fake fur vibrating vibrating 
pillowpillow

�� Arbitrary:  created association between texture Arbitrary:  created association between texture 
and referentand referent

Piece of corrugated cardboard to represent vanilla Piece of corrugated cardboard to represent vanilla 
ice creamice cream

LogicalLogical
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ArbitraryArbitrary Why do textured symbols work?Why do textured symbols work?

•• Instantly recognizableInstantly recognizable
•• Can be recognized without significant Can be recognized without significant 
cognitive processingcognitive processing

•• No need for spatial orientation or reference No need for spatial orientation or reference 
as with objectsas with objects

•• Reduce demands on memoryReduce demands on memory
•• No demand for manipulationNo demand for manipulation
•• Easily recognizable with little demand for Easily recognizable with little demand for 
investigationinvestigation

•• Can be displayed on a two dimensional Can be displayed on a two dimensional 
surface surface 

•• Can be uniform across a presentation area of Can be uniform across a presentation area of 
any sizeany size

Transition Textures 

comprise a communication / identification 
system offering a variety of different fabrics, 

each with a distinctive feel. 

Transition TexturesTransition Textures

�� Produced by Produced by SpeechablesSpeechables by Terri by Terri NolderNolder and a and a 
partner and sold by partner and sold by AdaptivationAdaptivation

�� This system was developed out of need for This system was developed out of need for 
individuals who were very tactile learners with individuals who were very tactile learners with 
cognitive and visual impairments cognitive and visual impairments 

�� Transitions in school day were Transitions in school day were particular issueparticular issue

�� Each Each texture has a wristband and two matching texture has a wristband and two matching 
2½" x 3½" hand2½" x 3½" hand--washable fabric cards. washable fabric cards. 

�� 10 textures 10 textures -- 30 pieces. 30 pieces. 

�� VelcroVelcro--backed for easy attachment to schedule backed for easy attachment to schedule 
boards. boards. 

Using Transitions TexturesUsing Transitions Textures

This system designed to provide a cue for a safer This system designed to provide a cue for a safer 
transition for those tactile learners.transition for those tactile learners.

For example if the speech therapist wore the For example if the speech therapist wore the 
velvet wrist band and the velvet choice card was velvet wrist band and the velvet choice card was 
on the board then hopefully the individual could on the board then hopefully the individual could 
begin to feel the schedule card and feel the begin to feel the schedule card and feel the 

same texture on the persons wrist band to not same texture on the persons wrist band to not 
fear the transition.fear the transition. Then again they'd feel the Then again they'd feel the 
velvet card at the speech location.velvet card at the speech location. Hopefully Hopefully 
over time there will be a generalization.over time there will be a generalization.

Textured SymbolsTextured Symbols

�� Very individualized systemsVery individualized systems

�� Few commercially available Few commercially available 
productsproducts

��Usually designed for a specific Usually designed for a specific 
person or to teach a specific person or to teach a specific 
conceptconcept
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Sensory Discrimination KitSensory Discrimination Kit
Enabling DevicesEnabling Devices

�� Eight brightly colored holder Eight brightly colored holder 
s(3" x 3") housed in an impacts(3" x 3") housed in an impact--
resistant frame resistant frame 

�� Icons are attached by Velcro Icons are attached by Velcro 
so they can be repositioned.so they can be repositioned.

�� The unit measures 16" x 9" The unit measures 16" x 9" 

�� Contains: Unbreakable Mirror • Contains: Unbreakable Mirror • 
Fine Sand Texture • Sparkle Fine Sand Texture • Sparkle 
Holographic Film • Soft Fur • Holographic Film • Soft Fur • 
Large Black Bumps • Fuzzy Large Black Bumps • Fuzzy 
Felt • Small Orange Bumps • Felt • Small Orange Bumps • 
Coarse VelcroCoarse Velcro

�� Eight different textures can be Eight different textures can be 
used for sensory evaluation or used for sensory evaluation or 
treatment.treatment.

What are object symbols?What are object symbols?

Object  symbols are everyday objects Object  symbols are everyday objects 
used consistently to provide specific used consistently to provide specific 

information.information.

Object symbols are manipulable  and bear a Object symbols are manipulable  and bear a 
clear perceptual relationship to the referents.clear perceptual relationship to the referents.

They  are created to match the cognitive They  are created to match the cognitive 
abilities, sensory skills, and daily experiences abilities, sensory skills, and daily experiences 

of an individual.of an individual.

Objects SymbolsObjects Symbols

Potential Users Potential Users 
�� Beginning communicatorsBeginning communicators

�� Those with sensory impairment (s)Those with sensory impairment (s)

�� Individuals with profound cognitive disabilitiesIndividuals with profound cognitive disabilities

�� Persons with acquired complex communication Persons with acquired complex communication 
needsneeds

�� Those with severe processing disordersThose with severe processing disorders

Why Do Object Cues Work?Why Do Object Cues Work?

�� Require minimal motor skills on part of Require minimal motor skills on part of 
useruser

�� Require minimal memory skills on part of Require minimal memory skills on part of 
user (Permanent from an array rather user (Permanent from an array rather 
than recall)than recall)

�� Relatively low demand on cognitive skillsRelatively low demand on cognitive skills
�� Makes low demands on visual skillsMakes low demands on visual skills
�� Ease of manipulation and easy tactile Ease of manipulation and easy tactile 
discrimination discrimination 

�� Iconicity:  Bears obvious relationship to Iconicity:  Bears obvious relationship to 
referent/low demand on user's referent/low demand on user's 
representational skillsrepresentational skills

Three Dimensional Symbols

�� Possess height, width and depthPossess height, width and depth

�� Include continuum of choicesInclude continuum of choices

•• Identical objectIdentical object

•• Partial or associated objectPartial or associated object

•• One or two shared featuresOne or two shared features

•• Created associationCreated association

Three Dimensional
Symbols

Identical ObjectIdentical Object
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Three Dimensional
Symbols

Partial or Associated ObjectPartial or Associated Object

Three Dimensional
Symbols

One or Two Shared FeaturesOne or Two Shared Features

Three Dimensional
Symbols

Created AssociationCreated Association

Choosing Object SymbolsChoosing Object Symbols

�Use an object that is touched first or most 
frequently during an activity

�Use an object that can be recognized or 
readily associated with actual object

�Use objects that are very different from 
each other

�Use objects that can be readily presented 
at time of activity or routine

�Use referent that occurs frequently and 
provide opportunity for frequent use

�In general avoid use of miniatures

Object Symbol Resource, LLC Object Symbol Resource, LLC 
Objectsymbols.comObjectsymbols.com

��Full size objectsFull size objects

��Different sets to meet individual Different sets to meet individual 
needs (home, vocational/school, needs (home, vocational/school, 
leisure/sensory)leisure/sensory)

��Accessories such as eye gaze Accessories such as eye gaze 
boards, etc. availableboards, etc. available

Object Symbol ResourceObject Symbol Resource

Home

Vocational/School

Leisure/Sensory
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Talking My WayTalking My Way

�� Created by Terri Created by Terri NolderNolder, available from , available from AdaptivationAdaptivation

�� Realistic miniature objects mounted on 4" by 6" Realistic miniature objects mounted on 4" by 6" 
cardscards

�� The set consists of 30 different objects mounted on The set consists of 30 different objects mounted on 
laminated cards with matching Mayerlaminated cards with matching Mayer--Johnson Johnson 
Picture Communication Symbols Picture Communication Symbols 

�� Use for schedule and choice making many settings Use for schedule and choice making many settings 
(home, school, work site)(home, school, work site)

�� Child set, adult/adolescent set, self care set (5 Child set, adult/adolescent set, self care set (5 
objects) objects) 

�� Time saver for finding and developing set of objectsTime saver for finding and developing set of objects

Talking My WayTalking My Way

Talking My WayTalking My Way TSBVI TSBVI 
Standard Tactile Symbol SystemStandard Tactile Symbol System

�� Developed by the instructional staff Texas Developed by the instructional staff Texas 
School for the Blind and Visually ImpairedSchool for the Blind and Visually Impaired

�� Differs from “textured communication systems” Differs from “textured communication systems” 
in that it is standardized and linguistically basedin that it is standardized and linguistically based

�� The background is coded by shape and texture The background is coded by shape and texture 
to represent different meaning categoriesto represent different meaning categories

�� Small common objects or parts of objects are Small common objects or parts of objects are 
glued to 2glued to 2--3 inch background shape to represent 3 inch background shape to represent 
specific vocabulary itemsspecific vocabulary items

TSBVI TSBVI 
Standard Tactile Symbol SystemStandard Tactile Symbol System

Meaning/CategoryMeaning/Category Symbol/ShapeSymbol/Shape Background/TextureBackground/Texture

ObjectsObjects OvalOval Laminated plain posterboardLaminated plain posterboard

LocationsLocations SquareSquare Needlepoint Backing (vinyl Needlepoint Backing (vinyl 

grid)grid)

ActionsActions TriangleTriangle FeltFelt

PeoplePeople CircleCircle Textured wall paper (bumpy)Textured wall paper (bumpy)

Time/Days of Time/Days of 

Week/MonthsWeek/Months

DiamondDiamond Net/FoilNet/Foil

EmotionsEmotions HeartHeart Plain poster boardPlain poster board

Function/MiscellaneousFunction/Miscellaneous TrapezoidTrapezoid Lined Braille paperLined Braille paper

TSBVI Tactile Symbol SystemTSBVI Tactile Symbol System

Potential UsersPotential Users

�� System designed for people who are totally blind System designed for people who are totally blind 
or function as if they were totally blind and who or function as if they were totally blind and who 
have a practical need for a graphic language have a practical need for a graphic language 
systemsystem

�� If residual vision is adequate, student should be If residual vision is adequate, student should be 
taught to use a more conventional symbol system taught to use a more conventional symbol system 

�� Requires the individual using the symbols to Requires the individual using the symbols to 
have specific skills in the areas of communicative have specific skills in the areas of communicative 
intent and symbolic developmentintent and symbolic development
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square of hard square of hard 

plastic with small plastic with small 
fuzzy piece of fuzzy piece of 

Velcro in middleVelcro in middle

TSBVI Tactile Symbol System

blank square with blank square with 

hole punched in top hole punched in top 
middle with yarn loop middle with yarn loop 

through holethrough hole

plastic grocery plastic grocery 

bag with bag with 
penny in the penny in the 

middlemiddle

Individualized 
for each 

teacher

plain poster board with plain poster board with 

bottom fringedbottom fringedhorizontal popsicle stickhorizontal popsicle stick smile made from smile made from 

nylon stringnylon string

Tactile TalkTactile Talk
from Blind Children’s Fundfrom Blind Children’s Fund

�� Symbol set development was started by the mother Symbol set development was started by the mother 
of a child with dual sensory impairment and complex of a child with dual sensory impairment and complex 
communication needscommunication needs

�� The symbols consist of small common objects, parts The symbols consist of small common objects, parts 
of objects, or an abstract representation of objects, or an abstract representation 

�� Objects are glued to a 2Objects are glued to a 2--3 inch plastic background 3 inch plastic background 
shape (borrowed from TSBVI)shape (borrowed from TSBVI)

�� A small, standard set is available on the Symbol A small, standard set is available on the Symbol 
Communicator for the Blind from Enabling Devices: Communicator for the Blind from Enabling Devices: 
Eat, Bathroom, Something wrong, Drink, I want, Eat, Bathroom, Something wrong, Drink, I want, 
FinishedFinished

Tactile TalkTactile Talk

Potential UsersPotential Users

Tactile Talk is marketed for people who have a Tactile Talk is marketed for people who have a 
need for a graphic language system and are need for a graphic language system and are 
totally blind or have dual sensory impairmenttotally blind or have dual sensory impairment

Symbol Communicator for the 
Blind with Tactile Talk Symbols

Available from Enabling Devices

Tactile Talk
Symbol Set for Bowling Activity

Tactile Talk
Symbol Set for Horseback Riding

Design to LearnDesign to Learn
Tangible Symbol SystemsTangible Symbol SystemsTMTM

�� Developed by Charity Rowland and Philip Schweigert Developed by Charity Rowland and Philip Schweigert 
from the Oregon Institute on Disability and from the Oregon Institute on Disability and 
Development at the Oregon Health and Science Development at the Oregon Health and Science 
UniversityUniversity

�� Not a symbol set, but a resource for Not a symbol set, but a resource for 
development and implementation of an development and implementation of an 
object, texture, or picture object, texture, or picture 
communication systemcommunication system

Tangible Symbol SystemsTangible Symbol SystemsTMTM

Manual:Manual:
�� Instructions for selection and Instructions for selection and 

implementation of tangible symbolsimplementation of tangible symbols
�� Reproducible forms for pretesting, Reproducible forms for pretesting, 

data collection, and documentation data collection, and documentation 
of symbol acquisitionof symbol acquisition

Training Video/DVD: Training Video/DVD: 

Available at Available at 
http://www.designtolearn.comhttp://www.designtolearn.com
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What are COPPS?What are COPPS?

COPPS areCOPPS are CCut ut OOut ut PPhotoshotos PPictures or ictures or 
SSymbols which have been cut to ymbols which have been cut to 
maintain the appearance of the maintain the appearance of the 
original photo, picture or symbol. original photo, picture or symbol. 

When photos of objects are made into When photos of objects are made into 

COPPS, it is ideal to maintain the size, COPPS, it is ideal to maintain the size, 
shape and exact appearance of the object.  shape and exact appearance of the object.  

COPPSCOPPS
CCut ut OOut ut PPhotoshotos PPictures or ictures or SSymbolsymbols

Potential Users Potential Users 
�� Individuals with severe/profound cognitive Individuals with severe/profound cognitive 
disabilitiesdisabilities

�� Persons needing a bridge between actual Persons needing a bridge between actual 
objects and graphic representationobjects and graphic representation

�� Those who need concrete representationThose who need concrete representation

�� Those with severe processing disordersThose with severe processing disorders

Why do COPPS work?Why do COPPS work?
�� Require minimal memory skills on part of user Require minimal memory skills on part of user 
(Permanent from a display rather than recall)(Permanent from a display rather than recall)

�� Relatively low demand on cognitive skillsRelatively low demand on cognitive skills

�� Makes low demands on visual skillsMakes low demands on visual skills

�� Iconicity:  Bears obvious relationship to Iconicity:  Bears obvious relationship to 
referent/low demand on user's representational referent/low demand on user's representational 
skills but supports learning symbolic functioningskills but supports learning symbolic functioning

�� Can be manually manipulated or explored much Can be manually manipulated or explored much 
like an objectlike an object

COPPSCOPPS

COPPS of maraca

COPPS of Big Bird

Object, photograph

and COPPS
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COPPS with white backgroundCOPPS with white background

�� Cut out photo, picture or symbol mounted Cut out photo, picture or symbol mounted 
on a white background (this is not just a on a white background (this is not just a 
photo of an object on a white backgroundphoto of an object on a white background

�� May start with a small amount of white May start with a small amount of white 
around photo almost as if object has been around photo almost as if object has been 
outlined in whiteoutlined in white

�� May be individual’s highest level of May be individual’s highest level of 
abstraction or a way to support abstraction or a way to support 
transitioning to use of photographstransitioning to use of photographs

COPPS to PhotosCOPPS to Photos

PhotographsPhotographs

�� A picture of a person or scene in the form A picture of a person or scene in the form 
of a print or transparent slide; recorded by of a print or transparent slide; recorded by 
a camera on lighta camera on light--sensitive material (from sensitive material (from 
wordnet.princeton.edu)wordnet.princeton.edu)

�� Typically of highTypically of high--qualityquality

�� May be color or blackMay be color or black--andand--whitewhite

PhotographsPhotographs

Potential UsersPotential Users

�� Individuals with vision and cognition Individuals with vision and cognition 
adequate for comprehension of adequate for comprehension of 
representation without the additional support representation without the additional support 
of shape, dimension, texture, etc., provided of shape, dimension, texture, etc., provided 
by tactile symbols or COPPS by tactile symbols or COPPS 

�� Beginning CommunicatorsBeginning Communicators

�� Individuals with severe cognitive disabilitiesIndividuals with severe cognitive disabilities

�� Those with acquired communication disordersThose with acquired communication disorders

Picture This…Picture This…
Silver Lining Multimedia, Inc.Silver Lining Multimedia, Inc.

�� HighHigh--resolution photos shot against a resolution photos shot against a 
plain background to reduce potential plain background to reduce potential 
for visual distractionfor visual distraction

�� EasyEasy--toto--use programs that allow use programs that allow 
formatting of photos into various sizesformatting of photos into various sizes

�� Standard edition: 2700 photos Standard edition: 2700 photos 

�� Professional edition: 5000 photosProfessional edition: 5000 photos

�� For For BoardmakerBoardmaker: 2700 photos: 2700 photos

Photo Sentence MakerPhoto Sentence Maker
Exceptional Speech ProductsExceptional Speech Products

��Data base of 5000 photos Data base of 5000 photos 
and 11,000 wordsand 11,000 words

��Background removed from Background removed from 
most photos.  most photos.  

��Searchable by name of Searchable by name of 
photo, category and parts of photo, category and parts of 
speechspeech

��Create card, boards, photo Create card, boards, photo 
stories, books, instructions stories, books, instructions 
and recipesand recipes

�� Supports switches, Supports switches, 
touchscreenstouchscreens, , IntellikeysIntellikeys for for 
onon--screen activities and screen activities and 
gamesgames
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Life in FocusLife in Focus
Attainment CompanyAttainment Company

�� 4800 digital photographs 4800 digital photographs 
featuring places, people, featuring places, people, 
objects, daily tasks and many objects, daily tasks and many 
other situationother situation

�� Subjects presented in the Subjects presented in the 
context as they would be seen context as they would be seen 
on a daily basison a daily basis

�� RoyaltyRoyalty--free, JPG filesfree, JPG files

The Tango The Tango 
from from DynavoxDynavox

The Tango features a builtThe Tango features a built--
in camera. Photos can be in camera. Photos can be 
immediately used as a immediately used as a 
symbol, and the messages symbol, and the messages 
they represent can be they represent can be 

recorded or synthesizedrecorded or synthesized..

Cyrano Cyrano 
Communicator Communicator 

from One Write from One Write 
CompanyCompany

The Cyrano features a 1.3 The Cyrano features a 1.3 
megapixel digital camera.  megapixel digital camera.  
Camera.Camera. Use photos as Use photos as 
messages.  Uses a picturemessages.  Uses a picture--
based interface or textbased interface or text--toto--
speech.  Has VSD function.speech.  Has VSD function.

Voice Output Devices with Built in Cameras
for use of photos in communication system

Visual Scene DisplaysVisual Scene Displays

�� Visual scene displays (VSDs) portray events, people, Visual scene displays (VSDs) portray events, people, 
actions, objects and activities against the backgrounds actions, objects and activities against the backgrounds 
within which they occur or exist. These scenes are used within which they occur or exist. These scenes are used 
as an interface to language and communication. A VSD as an interface to language and communication. A VSD 
may represent a generic context (may represent a generic context (e.g.e.g., a drawing of a , a drawing of a 
house with a yard, an office with workers or a school house with a yard, an office with workers or a school 
room with a teacher and students.) room with a teacher and students.) 

�� a personalized context (a personalized context (e.g.e.g., a digital photo of a child , a digital photo of a child 
playing in his bedroom or a picture of the family on a playing in his bedroom or a picture of the family on a 
beach while on vacation.) beach while on vacation.) 

Visual Scene DisplaysVisual Scene Displays
Potential UsersPotential Users

�� Young children with severe communication Young children with severe communication 
impairmentsimpairments

�� Beginning communicatorsBeginning communicators

�� Individuals with significant cognitive and/or Individuals with significant cognitive and/or 
linguistic limitations. linguistic limitations. 

�� Adults with aphasiaAdults with aphasia

Visual Scene DisplaysVisual Scene Displays
Why They Work?Why They Work?

Provide means of portraying eventsProvide means of portraying events--situations in an individual’s situations in an individual’s 
life (aids in making communication more personal and life (aids in making communication more personal and 
meaningful)meaningful)

Provide  frameworks for supporting an interactionProvide  frameworks for supporting an interaction

Provide opportunities for aided communication or means of Provide opportunities for aided communication or means of 
encouraging the communication partner to be more encouraging the communication partner to be more 
effective and interactiveeffective and interactive

Make use of learned or information retained about life Make use of learned or information retained about life 
experienceexperience

Multimodal and utilize visualMultimodal and utilize visual--spatial processing spatial processing 

Are stable rather than fleeting symbolsAre stable rather than fleeting symbols

What are Graphic Symbols?What are Graphic Symbols?
(other than photos)(other than photos)

�� Line drawings black and whiteLine drawings black and white

�� Line drawings colorLine drawings color

�� Realistic black and whiteRealistic black and white

�� Realistic colorRealistic color

�� Scenes black and whiteScenes black and white

�� Scenes colorScenes color
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Graphic SymbolsGraphic Symbols

Potential UsersPotential Users
�� Beginning communicatorsBeginning communicators

�� Persons with severe/profound cognitive Persons with severe/profound cognitive 
disabilitiesdisabilities

�� Persons with acquire communication disabilitiesPersons with acquire communication disabilities

�� Individuals able to understand representationIndividuals able to understand representation

�� Nonverbal persons with limited Nonverbal persons with limited motoricmotoric skillsskills

Why do graphic symbols work?Why do graphic symbols work?

�� Depends on static rather than fleeting Depends on static rather than fleeting 
stimuli and responsesstimuli and responses

�� Reduced demand on cognitive skillsReduced demand on cognitive skills

�� Can be individualized based on person’s Can be individualized based on person’s 
needsneeds

�� Supports acquisition of communication Supports acquisition of communication 
skills through visionskills through vision

Sclera PictogramsSclera Pictograms

�� Designed by a worker at a home and day Designed by a worker at a home and day 
center for adults with cognitive disabilities to center for adults with cognitive disabilities to 
offer “structure and clarity”offer “structure and clarity”

�� Currently, 1041 symbols available in Dutch, Currently, 1041 symbols available in Dutch, 
with 399 available in Englishwith 399 available in English

�� With few exceptions, consist of white With few exceptions, consist of white 
symbols with black backgroundsymbols with black background

Picture Communication Picture Communication 
SymbolsSymbols

Mayer JohnsonMayer Johnson

�� 4,500 PCS in both black4,500 PCS in both black--andand--white and white and 
colorcolor

�� Use Boardmaker software to create Use Boardmaker software to create 
materials and communication displaysmaterials and communication displays

�� Powerful search engine Powerful search engine 

�� Permits modifying symbols easilyPermits modifying symbols easily

�� Import digital photos and other graphics Import digital photos and other graphics 
and easily resize and formatand easily resize and format

Picture Communication Picture Communication 
SymbolsSymbols

Mayer JohnsonMayer Johnson

�� More than 300 templates for schedules, device More than 300 templates for schedules, device 
overlays, calendars, song boards, and more overlays, calendars, song boards, and more 

�� 42 languages 42 languages 

�� Option to install countryOption to install country--specific symbols such as specific symbols such as 
holidays, famous people, food and currency holidays, famous people, food and currency 

�� Optional libraries of Dynasyms, Blissymbols and Optional libraries of Dynasyms, Blissymbols and 
sign languagesign language

�� Many CD’s with materials and activities Many CD’s with materials and activities 
commercially available to use with Boardmakercommercially available to use with Boardmaker

DynasymsDynasyms

�� Developed by Faith Carlson, a SpeechDeveloped by Faith Carlson, a Speech--
Language during her work with children Language during her work with children 
and adults at Meyer Children’s and adults at Meyer Children’s 
Rehabilitation Institute of the University of Rehabilitation Institute of the University of 
Nebraska Medical CenterNebraska Medical Center

�� Based on hand drawn PICSYMS first Based on hand drawn PICSYMS first 
published in 1985published in 1985

�� The original 800 DynaSyms were black & The original 800 DynaSyms were black & 
white white 
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DynasymsDynasyms

�� http://www.poppinandcompany.com/index.shtmlhttp://www.poppinandcompany.com/index.shtml

�� Organized language based symbol systemOrganized language based symbol system

�� Concrete items have picturesConcrete items have pictures

�� Abstract concepts have shapes and colors to cueAbstract concepts have shapes and colors to cue

�� DynaVoxDynaVox DynaSymsDynaSyms for for BoardmakerBoardmaker

�� 600 grayscale and color symbols600 grayscale and color symbols

�� From Mayer JohnsonFrom Mayer Johnson

OverboardOverboard
from Gus Communicationsfrom Gus Communications

�� An overlay and board designer with dynamic display An overlay and board designer with dynamic display 
and voice output capabilitiesand voice output capabilities

�� Per company president, not originally designed to Per company president, not originally designed to 
compete with other software, but to fill the need for compete with other software, but to fill the need for 
symbols that were appropriate for and accepted by symbols that were appropriate for and accepted by 
people of all agespeople of all ages

�� Over 5,500 symbols, ranging from realistic to Over 5,500 symbols, ranging from realistic to 
abstract, with no stick figures and direct linking to abstract, with no stick figures and direct linking to 
Microsoft ClipartMicrosoft Clipart

�� Demo available at Demo available at 
http://www.gusinc.com/Overboardhttp://www.gusinc.com/Overboard

Advantages of Using OverboardAdvantages of Using Overboard

�� Less costly than other popular overlay Less costly than other popular overlay 
design design software programs software programs with free with free 
upgradesupgrades

�� Fairly easy to use, with online tutorials to Fairly easy to use, with online tutorials to 
assist with learning all major functionsassist with learning all major functions

�� Most symbols are age appropriate for Most symbols are age appropriate for 
children, teenagers, and adultschildren, teenagers, and adults

SymbolstixSymbolstix
from Newsfrom News--22--You You 

�� Developed by N2Y for use in its Internet weekly Developed by N2Y for use in its Internet weekly 
newspaper, Newsnewspaper, News--22--You, and its online You, and its online 
curriculum, Unique Learning System. curriculum, Unique Learning System. 

�� Generic activities and persons are depicted as Generic activities and persons are depicted as 
stick figures.  Actual persons incorporated into stick figures.  Actual persons incorporated into 
SymbolStixSymbolStix are drawn as easily recognizable are drawn as easily recognizable 
characterizations.characterizations.

�� Contains 12,000 symbols and has been Contains 12,000 symbols and has been 
translated in to German, Swedish, Norwegian, translated in to German, Swedish, Norwegian, 
Dutch and DanishDutch and Danish

SymbolstixSymbolstix
from Newsfrom News--22--You You 

�� NewsNews--22--You You 

�� Unique Learning System Unique Learning System 

�� TobiiTobii Communicator 4 Communicator 4 

�� AMDiAMDi Overlay Designer Pro Overlay Designer Pro 

�� PCI Printed Books PCI Printed Books 

�� Mind Express by Mind Express by JabblaJabbla

�� ProloquoProloquo 2 Go (for 2 Go (for IPhoneIPhone) ) 

�� Smart Ease by Smart Ease by AMDiAMDi

�� SymbolMateSymbolMate by by TobiiTobii

�� Pogo Board MakerPogo Board Maker

Advantages to Using Advantages to Using SymbolStixSymbolStix

�� Symbols of easily recognizable Symbols of easily recognizable 
personalities  and current topics and personalities  and current topics and 
trends supports conversations about pop trends supports conversations about pop 
culture.culture.

�� Low cost of creating boards through Low cost of creating boards through 
subscription onlinesubscription online

�� Since symbols use stick figures, they are Since symbols use stick figures, they are 
appropriate for all age groupsappropriate for all age groups
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�� Symbol set from Symbol set from AblenetAblenet that is currently that is currently 
used with their productsused with their products

�� Available from Pogo Boards (online Available from Pogo Boards (online 
subscription service to make subscription service to make 
communication boards and materials communication boards and materials 
(available at (available at www.ablenetinc.comwww.ablenetinc.com and and 
www.pogoboards.comwww.pogoboards.com

�� Combination of realistic and line drawings Combination of realistic and line drawings 
with both adult and children iconswith both adult and children icons

AblenetAblenet SymbolsSymbols Literacy Support PicturesLiteracy Support Pictures

�� PALPAL PicturePicture--Assisted Literacy developed by Assisted Literacy developed by 
Slater Software that pairs a visual representation  Slater Software that pairs a visual representation  
(picture) with a word to help new readers (picture) with a word to help new readers 
recognize words and gain meaning form the recognize words and gain meaning form the 
wordswords

�� PicturePicture--Assisted Reading:  reading of pictureAssisted Reading:  reading of picture--andand--
word adapted materials (Pictureword adapted materials (Picture--It)It)

�� PicturePicture--Assisted Writing is writing with pictureAssisted Writing is writing with picture--andand--
word adapted materials (Pixword adapted materials (Pix--Writer)Writer)

�� Slater Software picture librarySlater Software picture library

�� LSP are to be used as clues to printed LSP are to be used as clues to printed 
wordswords

�� Picture It automatically matches LSP to Picture It automatically matches LSP to 
words words 

�� Pix Writer designed to connect reading Pix Writer designed to connect reading 
and writingand writing

�� Several software programs support Several software programs support 
literacy from preschool age and upliteracy from preschool age and up

Literacy Support Pictures (LSP)Literacy Support Pictures (LSP)

Go Talk Overlay SoftwareGo Talk Overlay Software
Attainment CompanyAttainment Company

Includes over 1,000 photos and illustrations  

and an additional CD with 3000 Imagine 
Symbols illustrations that can be imported 

into the program.

Personal images and graphics can be 

imported or pasted into overlay.

Overlay cells can contain image, text in any 

language (using Latin alphabet) or both. 

Can change color, size, font or text, and 

move, enlarge, rotate and crop pictures. 

Templates included for Pocket GoTalk, One 

by Four Talker and the Personal Talker, as 

well as the new GoTalk4, 9+ and 20+. 

ImagineImagine

�� Developed by several different AT companies  Developed by several different AT companies  
Attainment, Saltillo, Great Talking Box and Attainment, Saltillo, Great Talking Box and 
MadentecMadentec

�� Realistic, colorful illustrationsRealistic, colorful illustrations
�� Appropriate for all agesAppropriate for all ages
�� Organize by 15 topics which include emotions, Organize by 15 topics which include emotions, 
phrases, verbs and computer devicesphrases, verbs and computer devices

�� 4000 symbols 4000 symbols 
�� Free for noncommercial use at Free for noncommercial use at 
www.imaginesymbols.comwww.imaginesymbols.com

WidgitWidgit Literacy Symbols Literacy Symbols 

�� First devised as part of the Peabody Rebus Reading First devised as part of the Peabody Rebus Reading 
Program in the USA in the 1960'sProgram in the USA in the 1960's

�� Symbols numbered around 600 until the advent of Symbols numbered around 600 until the advent of 
symbol software, at which point Rebus was gradually symbol software, at which point Rebus was gradually 
taken over by taken over by WidgitWidgit Software Software 

�� Currently over 8000 line drawings covering a Currently over 8000 line drawings covering a 
vocabulary of over 24,000 words vocabulary of over 24,000 words 

�� Generally a transparent relationship with referent; Generally a transparent relationship with referent; 
judged to be more recognizable and easier to learn judged to be more recognizable and easier to learn 
than sets such as than sets such as BlissymbolsBlissymbols
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WidgitWidgit Literacy Symbols Literacy Symbols 

�� Continued development and renamed to Continued development and renamed to 
Widgit Literacy Symbols. Reflects terms Widgit Literacy Symbols. Reflects terms 
common in elementary and secondary common in elementary and secondary 
education setting and designed to improve education setting and designed to improve 
access to the curriculum.  Viewed as access to the curriculum.  Viewed as 
companion to PCS.companion to PCS.

�� Full library of symbols is available in color Full library of symbols is available in color 
and black and white on CD for Boardmakerand black and white on CD for Boardmaker

�� http://www.mayerjohnson.comhttp://www.mayerjohnson.com

TangoTango

�� Symbols are geared to child and teenager and Symbols are geared to child and teenager and 
designed to support communication through phrasesdesigned to support communication through phrases

�� Several different characters and voices available Several different characters and voices available 
(male and female)(male and female)

�� 150 talk topic areas with 30 topics preloaded150 talk topic areas with 30 topics preloaded

�� More than 10,000 phrases with nearly 2,500  More than 10,000 phrases with nearly 2,500  
preloaded preloaded 

�� More than 20,000 words with more than 4,500 More than 20,000 words with more than 4,500 
preloadedpreloaded

�� 30 photo albums and holds up to 400 photos30 photo albums and holds up to 400 photos

Picture Master Language Picture Master Language 

�� Software Program with 20,000 symbols and 680 Software Program with 20,000 symbols and 680 
background scenesbackground scenes

�� Six different formatsSix different formats
�� Black and white simple line drawingBlack and white simple line drawing
�� Color line drawingsColor line drawings
�� Black/white realistic drawingsBlack/white realistic drawings
�� Color realistic drawingsColor realistic drawings
�� photosphotos
�� ScenesScenes
�� Animated gifsAnimated gifs

Picture Master Language Picture Master Language 

�� Can use to allow computer to become a Can use to allow computer to become a 
communication devicecommunication device

�� Utilize grids to make communication Utilize grids to make communication 
displays for devices such as Bluebirddisplays for devices such as Bluebird

When evaluating the When evaluating the 
individual, the goal should individual, the goal should 
be determination of the be determination of the 
most abstract level of most abstract level of 

representation understood representation understood 
by the AAC user.by the AAC user.

Scaffolding Thank you for your interest in Thank you for your interest in 
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